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Tissot's Indicatrix

In 1859, N.A. Tissot published a classic analysis of
the distortion which occurs on map projection. Tissot showed
the relationship graphically with an ellipse of distortion
called an indicatrix.  An infinitely small circle on the earth
projects as an infinitely small ellipse on any map projection.
If the projection is conformal, the ellipse is a circle, an
ellipse of zero eccentricity. The ellipse has a major axis and
a minor axis which are directly related to the scale distortion
and to the maximum angular deformation. The values for
a and b, the two axes of an ellipse on projection can be
computed using the following
expression:

Here,

Computation of m, n, e
Gauss coefficients

Distance on projection plane

Along the meridian (at constant l) and parallel (at constant
Ø) dimension of an infinitesimal segment may be computed
as follows:

Angle i between the meridian and parallel on the projection
computed as follows:

Convergence along meridians and parallels.

Required condition  for
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Opening it in series,

Linear scale

Above two equations  produce two directions a0 and a0 +
90 o, b0 and b0 + 90o in  azimuth in both ellipsoid and  the
projection, along those direction the extreme value of  a
and b (of  Tissot Indicatrix) falls. These two directions are
orthogonal and are called BASE DIRECTION. In conformal
projection or where meridians and parallels cut at right
angle, the base direction falls on them.

A study was made at Bhadrapur 26o32'N, 88o04'N to
examine the deformation due to projection using Tissot
Indicatrix for Bonne pseudoconical equal area projection.
The study was made on scale at meridian and parallel, axis
dimension a and b of tissot indicatrix ellipse, areal and
angular distortion, azimuth at which the maximum
deformation occur etc.
Bhadrapur

At  Bhadrapur the following table gives the deformation
character:

a. Parallel and meridian intersect at an angle 89o59'54.22"
b. Maximum angular error = - 5' 30.89"
c. Azimuth at which the maximum over all error occur is

- 43o41'3.77" (North West)
d. Base directions 43o41'3.73" and 133o41'3.73"
e. Areal scale (a * b) = 1 (equal area)
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f. Scale at parallel = 1, scale at meridian 1.00000128
g. The ellipse axis diameter a = 1.0008024, b =

0.999198222
h. The values of angle at which angular distribution is

maximum, uo= 0.7857992092056535, vo =
0.784997117859243.

m = scale along meridian
n = scale along parallel
ai = angle of  intersection between meridian and  parallel
ep = deviation from right angle
omg = angular distortion
alpha = base direction in ellipsoid
beta = base direction in projection plane

alpo = extreme of  local liner  scale
bo = corresponding azimuth to projection plane
uo = at this direction omg  will be maximum distorted
(ellipsoid)
vo = at this direction omg will be maximum distorted
(projection)
alpha (omg) max=alpo+uo
beta (omg) max=bo+vo

Conclusion

In Nepal UTM projection is used since 1970, due
to the pattern of error distribution three grid zones have
been selected. A small country like Nepal has three sets of
grid zones and co-ordinate, this situation has posed problems
while mosaicing all three grids at margin. Either we have
to transfer the grid zone to the other grid system, however
some accuracy may be lost while doing so, on the other
hand transformation of grid is not a suitable means to solve
the problem. Present day computer cartography, digital
mapping, GIS etc. are the popular technologies which may
be utilized in solving this type of problem.

Taking consideration of the geographical position
of the country, its shape after projection, distortion of area,
angle, azimuth etc, I came to a conclusion that projection
of conic and pseudo-conic family is best suited for the
country. I found conic conformal projection with a minimum
scale factor of units along parallel 28oN (Central parallel
of Nepal) gives least areal distortion.
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For equal area projection Alber equal area conic
projection and Bonne Pseudo-conic equal area projection
(Normal) were studied. Bonne projection gives low
distortion than Alber projection.

Survey Department should setup a working group
to come up with the recommendation after thorough study
the problem and suggest a suitable projection for the country
(Conformal, equal area, equidistant). Also technical map
and general maps should be dealt separately because
technical map requires high degree of accuracy and general
map should give some what true picture of the country.
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